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				Company

				
					We design and develop amazing, easy–to–use websites and experiences. erickson studio is based in flaming–hot Phoenix, Arizona.

					
						erickson studio has been designing and developing websites since 1995 — that’s 29 years! — and before most people knew there was an Internet.
						(We remember the time before people called it the “Information Superhighway,” or “The ’Net,” or —gasp— “A Bunch of Tubes.” We even remember BBS’s…but that’s another story.)
					

					We have a deep passion for excellent design and communication, as well as getting to know you and your audience.

					How do your customers or audience perceive your business identity or online presence? We discover what your audience expects from your organization. This expectation becomes the foundation for your project.

					Remarkable Perception

					Sometimes the obvious answers go undiscovered, even though they are in plain sight. erickson studio has the unique ability to see your business from a fresh perspective and to uncover the answers that others miss.

					Effective Design

					Our driving motivation is to combine your individual strengths with market needs. First, we analyze your current and potential target positions in the market. Then, we design your marketing campaign to transition you to where you should be.

					Talented and Friendly Staff

					erickson studio is a team of highly talented, friendly people excellent in their respective fields. The added expertise brought to each project will give you the advantage over your competitors.

					Tenacious Drive

					Many people claim they have it, but do they really? We truly are not satisfied until you and your customers are satisfied.

					Contact us today to get started on a flaming–hot project for you.

				
			


			
				Contact

				
						We’d love to hear from you…

	Book a Call:
	Book a Discovery Call
	Message:
	Send us a message


					
						Office Hours

													8:30 AM to 5 PM, Monday to Friday.
	Our local time is Tuesday @ 12:49 AM.
	The office is currently Closed.
	Timezone: America/Phoenix 


					

				
			


			
				Colophon

				
					col∙o∙phon

					Noun
A publisher’s emblem or imprint, esp. one on the title page or spine of a book.

						• historical a statement at the end of a book, typically with a printer’s emblem, giving information about its authorship and printing.

						ORIGIN early 17th cent. (denoting a finishing touch): via late Latin from Greek kolophōn ‘summit or finishing touch.’
					

				

				
					Design

					The last name Erickson is obviously Scandinavian, so we embraced the Scandinavian design heritage of designers such as Jacob Jensen and David Lewis, best known for their work with Bang and Olufsen, with a smattering of Dieter Rams thrown–in.

					The headline fonts are Futura Light, the body font is Questrial, and the icons are from Font Awesome  (if your browser supports the @font-face specification).

				
				
					Programming

					The erickson studio site is hand–crafted valid HTML5 and CSS3. The CSS was generated with SASS/Compass. The special effects were created using CSS and javascript (jQuery). PHP is also used for other technical aspects of the site.

					The site was built on Mac OS X machines and thoroughly tested for other operating systems and browsers.

				
				Thank you for visiting.
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			Oh, hi! We’re glad you’re still here. 

		


	









	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

